**SHC-225 and SHC-225S**
With two different shaft lengths, homeowners can easily tackle smaller shrubs and jobs closer to the ground.
- 21 in. double-sided, double-reciprocating RazorEdge™ blades for long-lasting sharpness
- Medium-length shaft (SHC-225) provides a combination of maneuverability and reach
- Short-shaft length (SHC-225S) provides maximum maneuverability

**SHC-2620 and SHC-2620S NEW**
Available in two different shaft lengths, these are the most powerful shafted hedge trimmers in the market, designed for larger hedges and heavy use.
- 1.35 hp for fast, efficient cutting
- 21 in. double-sided, double-reciprocating RazorEdge™ blades for long-lasting sharpness
- Long 51 in. shaft with 7° angle for long reach and best visibility of hedges during cutting (SHC-2620 only)

**HCA-2620**
Our longest shafted unit featuring an articulating gear case makes it easier to get the tops of hedges and behind hedges in tight spaces.
- 1.35 hp for fast, efficient cutting
- 21 in. double-sided, double-reciprocating RazorEdge™ blades for long-lasting sharpness
- Offset articulating gear case for easy cutting of the tops of hedges or other hard-to-reach areas

**PAS-225**
Homeowner series for residential applications.
- See page 68 for compatible attachments
- See page 67 for additional features and specifications.

**PAS-2620**
Commercial series for heavy use.
- See page 68 for compatible attachments
- 1.35 hp

**POWER HEADS**
### PAS ATTACHMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTACHMENT</th>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FEATURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Curved Shaft Trimmer               | 99944200615   | • Easy-loading Rapid Loader® head  
• Curved shaft for precise trimming                     |
| Speed-Feed® Trimmer                | 99944200540   | • 1.62:1 gear ratio  
• Easy-loading Speed-Feed® 400 trimmer head        |
| Pro-Torque™ Trimmer                | 99944200545   | • Pro-Torque™ gear case increases cutting torque by 50%  
• ECHOmatic™ trimmer head                      |
| Brushcutter                        | 99944200601   | • 1.62:1 gear ratio  
• Includes 8 in. 80-tooth brush blade              |
| Bed Redefiner                      | 99944200465   | • Patented, replaceable 6-finger steel claw  
• Adjustable support wheel                      |
| Blower                             | 99944200490   | • Solid drive shaft with 4-bearing support  
• Direct-drive fan for efficient power transfer   |
| Curved Shaft Edger                 | 99944200470   | • Pro-Torque™ gear case powers through tough overgrown grass                  |
| Straight Shaft Edger               | 99944200475   | • Pro-Torque™ gear case powers through tough overgrown grass                  |
| Tiller/Cultivator                  | 99944200513   | • 6.5 in. tilling swath  
• Heavy-duty gear box  
• 42:1 gear reduction for high torque tilling    |
| Standard Hedge Trimmer             | 99944200486   | • 21 in. double-sided, double-reciprocating RazorEdge™ blades  
• 50 in. length                                  |
| Mid-Reach Hedge Trimmer            | 99944200640   | • 21 in. double-sided, double-reciprocating RazorEdge™ blades  
• 37.9 in. length                                |
| Articulating Hedge Trimmer         | 99944200596   | • 10 blade positions with range of 135º  
• 21 in. double-sided, double-reciprocating blades  
• 64.4 in. length (extended), 43.3 in. length (storage position) |
| 3’ Extension                       | 99944200536   | • Tool-less coupler attaches between the PAS power head and attachment  
• Compatible with Power Pruner® and all hedge trimmer attachments |
| Power Pruner®                      | 99944200532   | • Heavy-duty gear case and automatic ciler  
• Over 8 ft. of total reach  
• Comes with a 10 in. bar and chain            |
| Pro Paddle™                        | 99944200620   | • 10, 1.625 in. durable rubber fins  
• Useful for rocks, mulch, pine needles, pine cones, acorns and sand |
| Pro Sweep™                         | 99944200553   | • 22.5 in. sweeping swath  
• Perfect for all surfaces including lawn, concrete and soil   |

### PAS ATTACHMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTACHMENT</th>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FEATURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| PAS-225SB                           |               | Speed-Feed® trimmer attachment included.  
• Includes PAS-225 power head and Speed-Feed® trimmer attachment  
• See page 68 for other compatible attachments                           |
| PAS-225VP                           |               | Ideal for residential applications.  
• See page 68 for other compatible attachments  
• Includes Speed-Feed® trimmer and curved shaft edger attachments       |
| PAS-225VPB                          |               | Ideal for residential applications.  
• See page 68 for other compatible attachments  
• Includes Speed-Feed® trimmer and blower attachments                   |
| 21.2 CC 2-STROKE ENGINE              |               |                                                                                                                                           |
| 21.2 CC 2-STROKE ENGINE              |               |                                                                                                                                           |
| 21.2 CC 2-STROKE ENGINE              |               |                                                                                                                                           |
| i-30 Starting System                |               |                                                                                                                                           |
| i-30 Starting System                |               |                                                                                                                                           |
| i-30 Starting System                |               |                                                                                                                                           |
| POWER HEAD WITH ATTACHMENTS         |               | See page 68 for additional features and specifications.                                                                                     |
| PAS-225SB                            |               |                                                                                                                                           |
| PAS-225VP                            |               |                                                                                                                                           |
| PAS-225VPB                           |               |                                                                                                                                           |
| 3’ Extension                        |               |                                                                                                                                           |
| 3’ Extension                        |               |                                                                                                                                           |
| 3’ Extension                        |               |                                                                                                                                           |
| 21.2 CC 2-STROKE ENGINE              |               |                                                                                                                                           |
| 21.2 CC 2-STROKE ENGINE              |               |                                                                                                                                           |
| 21.2 CC 2-STROKE ENGINE              |               |                                                                                                                                           |
| Echo USA                             |               |                                                                                                                                           |
| echo-usa.com // 800-432-3246         |               |                                                                                                                                           |